MAT 117
College Algebra

HECKMAN

Test #X
FORM Y

Instructions:
- The exam consists of two parts; please make sure your exam has all pages before you begin.
- For Part I (six numbered problems), show all work in detail or your answer will not receive ANY credit. Include appropriate units on all questions that apply. Write neatly and box all answers.
- Part II (eight numbered problems) is multiple choice.
- No calculators with Qwerty keyboards or ones like the Casio FX-2, TI-89, or TI-92 that do symbolic algebra may be used.

Honor Statement:
By signing below you confirm that you have neither given nor received any unauthorized assistance on this exam. This includes any use of a graphing calculator beyond those uses specifically authorized by the Mathematics Department and your instructor. Furthermore, you agree not to discuss this exam with anyone until the exam testing period is over. In addition, your calculator’s program memory and menus may be checked at any time and cleared by any testing center proctor or Mathematics Department instructor.

__________________________  ______________
Signature  Date